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Gravitational effects from planets forming in the disk are one theory to explain these structures, but follow-up observations looking for planets near the rings have largely been unsuccessful. A ...
Simulations provide clue to missing planets mystery
Police banned a woman from Walgreens, 6 East Bagley, after she raised her walking stick at a store manager. Also, a tenant at Tower in the Park apartments called police and said a $1,200 ring that had ...
Woman raises walking stick to store manager; $1,200 ring stolen from mailbox area; Berea police blotter
Sydney communities are pitching battle over synthetic sporting fields in the lead-up to Saturday’s local government elections.
Sydney councils in turf war over natural or plastic fields
Campgrounds near Gatlinburg are plentiful and diverse. As you will discover, camping in this part of the world is like having a little piece of The Smokies all to yourself. You might assume that you ...
12 Best Campgrounds near Gatlinburg, TN
Archival records of Dutch timber trade before 1650 are rare or lost. But the wooden timbers of the Batavia contain many secrets.
We studied the tree rings of the Batavia shipwreck timbers – they told us much about global seafaring history
Hire the best freelance Rhino 6 Freelancers near Lahore on Upwork™, the world’s top freelancing website. It’s simple to post your job and we’ll quickly match you with the top Rhino 6 Freelancers near ...
Hire Rhino 6 Freelancers near Lahore
Hoeksema et al. Solar Physics. The Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI) began near-continuous full-disk solar measurements on 1 May 2010 from the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO). An ...
The Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI) Vector Magnetic Field Pipeline: Overview and Performance
Brittany and Phil Ring think about ideas that could add to Ring Family Farm customers’ experience and then implement them during the holiday season.
Visitors to Ring Family Farm get the holiday treatment
The Drug Enforcement Administration and local Colorado partners are announcing indictments and arrests after a major investigation into a drug network that had international reach.
21 charged in Denver-area drug ring with cartel ties; 110k fentanyl-laced pills seized
Six years ago, it was an idea. Now, the Toms River Field of Dreams complex is well on its way to becoming reality, thanks to the community.
Toms River 'Field Of Dreams' Begins To Take Shape
The shrill calls of gulls sounding like “ka-ka-ka” resounded overhead at a grocery store parking lot in my neighborhood 50 miles inland from Galveston and the Gulf Coast. Ring-billed gulls

Have a ...

Ring-billed gulls call Gulf Coast home for the winter
Good Morning. Here are some of the top stories from around the region. WEATHER Pull out the hat and gloves today as we remain chilly. After a near-freezing start, expect the high to only hit about ...
Morning Briefing: Heroes save lives in Kennett, Haverford; Major gun ring smashed; Eagles Hurts, Smith a dynamic duo
For this holiday season, the Dryden Theatre at the George Eastman Museum has quite the power-packed lineup. Everything from historical films, to fantasy flicks, to holiday favorites, all on a beloved ...
Lord of the Rings, holiday movies announced for Dryden Theatre’s upcoming schedule
While in the comics they were actual rings, the MCU took a different approach ... Well, what if Kang came into contact with the Eternals in the near future? And ended up taking them back with ...
Were SHANG-CHI’s Ten Rings in ETERNALS?
Redstone Arsenal’s first ever German-themed Holiday Market and Tree Lighting Ceremony will take place this weekend and everyone is invited, including those who don’t usually have access to the post.
Ring in holidays with weekend market, tree lighting
big rings. That’s been Thor Jozwiak’s philosophy ever since he was hired as Clearwater’s head coach less than a year ago. Do everything the right way on and off the field. It was the mantra ...
Practice makes near-perfect in Clearwater’s win over Boca Ciega
There are no trophies in the Arkansas-Alabama football series, but there was a silver flavor to what a mostly stunned crowd of 98,323 saw Saturday.
Hogs ring like silver in show of physicality against Tide
In 1994, acting on a lifelong interest he'd left unexplored, Wayne Dodd attended the Cobb County Gem and Mineral Society's annual Gem, Mineral and Jewelry Show after seeing an ad for it in his local ...
Cobb's gem and jewelry show returns after pandemic hiatus
That would be the expected playbook for a DTC darling like fashion jewelry brand BaubleBar ... but nothing in the near term.” Very simply, it has no need to make the investment required to ...
Fashion Jewelry Digitally-Native Baublebar Nixes Its Own Stores For Retail And Licensing Partnerships
Ring Video Doorbells will also pick up motion near the door, just in case any lurkers ... bit better than HD video and has a wide 150-degree field of view on the horizontal and vertical.

Near-rings: The Theory and its Applications
Most topics in near-ring and near-field theory are treated here, along with an extensive introduction to the theory. There are two invited lectures: 's'sNon-Commutative Geometry, Near-Rings and Near-Fields'' which indicates the relevance of near-rings and near-fields for geometry, while 's'sPseudo-Finite NearFields'' shows the impressive power of model theoretic methods. The remaining papers cover such topics as D.G. near-rings, radical theory, KT-near-fields, matrix near-rings, and applications to systems theory.

Proceedings of the Conference on Near-Rings and Near-Fields, Stellenbosch, South Africa, July 9-16, 1997

Near-Rings and Near-Fields opens with three invited lectures on different aspects of the history of near-ring theory. These are followed by 26 papers reflecting the diversity of the subject in regard to geometry, topological groups, automata, coding theory and probability, as well as the purely algebraic structure
theory of near-rings. Audience: Graduate students of mathematics and algebraists interested in near-ring theory.
This book offers an original account of the theory of near-rings, with a considerable amount of material which has not previously been available in book form, some of it completely new. The book begins with an introduction to the subject and goes on to consider the theory of near-fields, transformation near-rings and
near-rings hosted by a group. The bulk of the chapter on near-fields has not previously been available in English. The transformation near-rings chapters considerably augment existing knowledge and the chapters on product hosting are essentially new. Other chapters contain original material on new classes of nearrings and non-abelian group cohomology. The Theory of Near-Rings will be of interest to researchers in the subject and, more broadly, ring and representation theorists. The presentation is elementary and self-contained, with the necessary background in group and ring theory available in standard references.
Most topics in near-ring and near-field theory are treated here, along with an extensive introduction to the theory. There are two invited lectures: ``Non-Commutative Geometry, Near-Rings and Near-Fields'' which indicates the relevance of near-rings and near-fields for geometry, while ``Pseudo-Finite Near-Fields''
shows the impressive power of model theoretic methods. The remaining papers cover such topics as D.G. near-rings, radical theory, KT-near-fields, matrix near-rings, and applications to systems theory.
Recent developments in various algebraic structures and the applications of those in different areas play an important role in Science and Technology. One of the best tools to study the non-linear algebraic systems is the theory of Near-rings.The forward note by G
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